PANDEMIC RECOVERY BOOSTS UK ADSPEND
TO RECORD LEVEL OF £32BN IN 2021
Growth of £8bn above original forecasts powered
by boom in online sector but also increasing cost of advertising
London, April 28, 2022: A new report – UK Advertising’s Adspend Review: The Pandemic
Effect – has been published today to mark the definitive full year 2021 Advertising
Association/WARC Expenditure Report figures, which show the extraordinary adspend
growth seen during the recovery from the Covid-19 pandemic.
The UK ad market reached a record £31.9bn in 2021, equating to growth of 34.3% year-onyear. The latest AA/WARC full year figures reveal the 2021 ad market emerged £8bn larger
than April 2020’s original forecast of £24bn set at the beginning of the Covid-19 pandemic.
This growth is in part due to inflationary pressures on the cost of advertising but also a
higher-than-expected growth in key forms of online advertising during the past year.
Three in every four pounds spent on UK advertising today is invested in one of a wide range
of online formats – only China has an equivalent online share of this proportion. New data
shows internet adspend totalled £23.5bn in 2021, equivalent to 73.5% of all UK adspend and
a jump up of 11.7 percentage points from pre-pandemic levels in 2019.
Notable shifts were seen in adspend, sector by sector, during the pandemic with the UK
Government quickly becoming the UK’s largest advertiser to drive mass behaviour change.
This shift is further examined in ‘UK Advertising’s Adspend Review: The Pandemic Effect’. It
includes contributions from WARC, the global authority on advertising and media
effectiveness; Credos, UK advertising’s thinktank; and industry perspectives from AA
members, including Google, Tesco, News UK, UM, ISBA, as well as TV marketing body,
Thinkbox. The review also notes the pandemic has seen a disruption in the usual
relationship between GDP and adspend.
Forecasting the years ahead
The latest AA/WARC data presents an upgrade to the previous forecasts for 2022. The UK's
ad market is forecast to grow by 10.7% this year to £35.3bn, driven by a strong start to the
year, higher CPMs and higher demand ahead of the FIFA World Cup. In 2023, this is set to
add an additional 5.4% year-on-year to reach £37.2bn, though economic headwinds –
particularly in relation to cost of living pressures and supply chain disruption – mean this is
liable to review.
Online threshold marks a new era of advertising
The latest AA/WARC figures show search, inclusive of e-commerce, proved to be the
strongest performer in 2021 – at £11.7bn it beats April 2020's projection (made during the
onset of the Covid-19 pandemic) by over £3.7bn. In addition, TV surpassed early

expectations by almost £1bn, while online video overperformed by approximately £2bn and
social media by £2.3bn in relation to the forecasts made at the start of the pandemic.
The UK Advertising’s Adspend Review also contains commentary from Credos, highlighting
the close link between internet retail spend and online adspend. With online retail spend of
$2,648 per capita, the UK has the world’s most avid online shoppers. In tandem, the UK ad
industry is seeing an exponential demand for digital skills and talent to serve this demand.
Commentary from WARC concludes that the changes seen in the advertising market during
the pandemic allude to an emerging structural shift, one which points to a new era of
advertising with retail media poised to play a more prominent role in future.
Stephen Woodford, Chief Executive, Advertising Association, said: “The UK has held its
position in 2021 as the largest advertising market in Europe through the pandemic and is
now the third largest in the world, behind the USA and China. While further growth is
forecast, inflationary pressures on the cost of advertising, and more generally, due to the
ongoing geo-political uncertainties, mean we should be cautious.
“While lockdowns saw sharp declines in spend across some sectors, the pandemic
presented our industry with opportunities to innovate and meet the public health challenges.
The UK Government remained in pole position as the largest advertiser. Cover wraps in our
print media informed the nation with ‘Stay Home’ public health messages; direct mail brought
testing kits and essential deliveries to households up and down the country; and billboards
showed the everyday heroes in our NHS.
“Such innovation, creativity and responsiveness will be critical in the years going forward, as
we build a sustainable future for our industry, and help businesses, large and small, build
relationships with their customers.”
James McDonald, Director of Data, Intelligence & Forecasting, WARC said: “The Covid19 recovery last year was buoyed in part by the release of pent-up investment on
established online platforms – as well as maturing ones such as TikTok – and in part by the
emergence of retail media as a major contender for marketing budgets. The latter trend
bears the hallmark of a new era in advertising, one which is set to fuel growth over the
forecast period and beyond.
“Be that as it may, economic headwinds create uncertainty ahead; the consumer is being
stretched further than at any other time since the Second World War, conflict in Europe has
stoked market volatility and has exacerbated supply chain pressures, and the prospect of a
UK recession cannot be ignored. Given the market’s current momentum, however, we do not
yet see this translating into an advertising recession over the coming quarters.”
The Advertising Association/WARC quarterly Expenditure Report is the definitive guide to
advertising expenditure in the UK with data and forecasts for different media going back to
1982.
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Notes to editors:
A further breakdown of adspend by media type is in the below table.
Media

2020
£m

2021
£m

2021
year-on-year
% change

2022 forecast
year-on-year
% change

2023 forecast
year-on-year
% change

Search
8,418.2
11,658.6
38.5%
12.2%
7.8%
Online display*
7,308.5
10,759.0
47.2%
11.6%
7.4%
TV
4,398.0
5458.0
24.1%
7.1%
2.0%
of which BVOD
522.7
732.8
40.2%
14.5%
10.5%
Online classified*
975.6
1,053.4
8.0%
3.0%
-4.7%
Direct mail
909.0
1,082.0
19.0%
-4.1%
-7.0%
Out of home
699.1
901.3
28.9%
31.5%
8.6%
of which digital
414.9
576.8
39.0%
34.3%
11.5%
National newsbrands
744.3
846.0
13.7%
1.0%
-2.8%
of which online
301.3
369.6
22.7%
4.5%
0.9%
Radio
577.1
718.7
24.5%
3.1%
3.8%
of which online
46.8
71.3
52.2%
11.1%
9.4%
Regional newsbrands
469.3
510.5
8.8%
-4.8%
-7.3%
of which online
183.3
250.9
36.9%
3.6%
-0.2%
Magazine brands
462.6
556.4
20.3%
-1.6%
-5.3%
of which online
200.1
297.7
48.8%
1.5%
-2.1%
Cinema
55.1
102.8
86.6%
213.0%
11.5%
TOTAL UK ADSPEND
23,762.6
31,924.4
34.4%
10.7%
5.4%
Note: Broadcaster VOD, digital revenues for newsbrands, magazine brands, and radio station
websites are also included within online display and classified totals, so care should be taken to
avoid double counting. Online radio is display advertising on broadcasters’ websites.
Source: AA/WARC Expenditure Report, April 2022

About the AA/WARC adspend data
The Advertising Association/WARC quarterly Expenditure Report is the most trusted source
of adspend data. Impartial and independent of any media channel or agency affiliation, it is
the only source of historical quarterly adspend data and forecasts for different media for the
coming eight quarters (or two-year period). With data gathered since 1982, this
comprehensive and detailed review of advertising spend includes the AA/WARC’s own
quarterly survey of all national and regional newsbrands collated in conjunction with News
Media Works, and magazine brand revenue from WARC’s own panels of consumer and B2B
publishers. Revenue data for other media channels are compiled in conjunction with UK
industry trade bodies and organisations, notably the Internet Advertising Bureau, Outsmart,
Radiocentre and the Royal Mail.
The Expenditure Report helps businesses to identify trends, access their position in the
marketplace, allocate budgets, create rigorous business plans, and make better-informed
decisions based on reliable data. It is used by the UK’s largest brands, media owners,
advertising agencies and financial institutions every day.
Methodology for WARC’s quarterly forecasts
Analysis of annual adspend data over the past 40 years shows there is a link between
annual changes in GDP and annual changes in adspend (after allowing for inflation and
excluding recruitment adspend). WARC has developed its own forecasting model to
generate predictions for two years based on assumptions about future economic growth. The
model provides an indication of likely overall spend levels – adjusted to allow for short-term
factors (Olympics, World Cup etc.). WARC also applies machine learning practices to factor
in the latest macroeconomic indicators to all forecasting models.
Access to the AA/WARC Expenditure Report
The Expenditure Report was first launched online in February 2010. Alongside over 200
readymade tables, subscribers can create their own customised tables for analysis of
different media and time periods, as well as track the different media’s share of adspend. All
reports can be exported from the online interface. AA members can get an annual
subscription to the AA/WARC Expenditure Report for £975. Non-AA members can subscribe
for £1,475.
About the Advertising Association
The Advertising Association promotes the role and rights of responsible advertising and its
value to people, society, businesses, and the economy. Responsible businesses understand
that there is little point in an advertisement that people cannot trust. That's why, over 50
years ago, the Advertising Association led UK advertising towards a system of independent
self-regulation which has since been adopted around the world. There are nearly thirty UK
trade associations representing advertising, media, and marketing. Through the Advertising
Association they come together with a single voice when speaking to policymakers and
influencers.

About WARC
For over 30 years WARC has been powering the marketing segment by providing rigorous
and unbiased evidence, expertise and guidance to make marketers more effective. WARC
services include 100,000+ case studies, best practice guides, research papers, special
reports, advertising trend data, news & opinion articles, as well as webinars, awards, events
and advisory services. WARC operates out of London, New York, Singapore and Shanghai,
servicing a community of over 75,000 marketers in more than 1,200 companies in 100+
markets and collaborates with 50+ industry partners.
WARC is an Ascential company. Ascential delivers specialist information, analytics and
ecommerce optimisation platforms to the world’s leading consumer brands and their
ecosystems. Our world-class businesses improve performance and solve problems for our
customers by delivering immediately actionable information combined with visionary longerterm thinking across Digital Commerce, Product Design and Marketing. We also serve
customers across Retail & Financial Services. With more than 2,000 employees across five
continents, we combine local expertise with a global footprint for clients in over 120
countries. Ascential is listed on the London Stock Exchange.

